Photo Album #30 of E. Raymond Wilson

Johnny Weismuller (Olympic medalist; played Tarzan in movies)

From the E. Raymond Wilson Papers (DG 070), Swarthmore College Peace Collection

Original album has been dismantled; photos removed to Photograph Collection
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), 1919: Raymond Wilson lying down in front on left
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), ca. 1919-1920; John Weismuller; tents
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), 1919
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), 1920: Raymond Wilson seated far left
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), ca. 1919-1920: (top left) Raymond Wilson on right; Bradford & Hanson
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), ca. 1919-1920: (top left) Raymond Wilson in middle; Raymond Wilson, Shriner & McKee; office of the “Daily Dribble” (Raymond Wilson in 2 photos)
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), ca. 1919-1920: Discussion group/s; tents

Discussion Group

Discussion Group [close-up; cropped]
Ames College & other college delegations to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), ca. 1919-1920
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), ca. 1919-1920
Ames College delegation to “Geneva” (Lake Geneva, Wisconsin), ca. 1919-1920
Iowa delegation to Lake Geneva Student Conference, 1921: (front row) Raymond Wilson fifth from right